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Abstract
We extends type constraints with kind constraints to increase the expressiveness of
constraint-based nominal type systems. In the context of object-oriented program-
ming languages, they oﬀer an alternative to the use of F-bounded polymorphism to
type homogeneous binary methods. We also introduce the notion of partially poly-
morphic methods to describe a common situation in object oriented hierarchies, and
show how these can be typed in a modular fashion with kind constraints.
1 Introduction
Static typing provides early detection and prevention of errors, resulting in
increased software quality and lower production costs. Since the set of error-
free programs is undecidable for Turing complete programming languages,
type systems can only deﬁne an approximation of error-free programs — that
is, a subset of them, to remain safe. However, one may also be less ambitious,
and let some kind of anomalies, such as downward casts, exhaustiveness of
pattern matching or exceptions handlers, be only detected dynamically. Each
of these anomalies can then be tackled separately, either by some other form
of static analysis or by a speciﬁc extension to the type system.
Functional style and object-oriented style are two of the most popular
programming paradigms at the moment. However, their type systems have
been developed in rather diﬀerent directions. While functional languages,
as incarnated by ML, are based on the polymorphic, unconstrained Hindley-
Milner type system, type systems for object-oriented languages such as Java
or C# often lack polymorphism and higher-order functions but include sub-
typing. Interestingly, many of the proposals to overcome the limitations of
these systems can be seen as attempts to bridge the gap between the two: the
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addition of parametric types to Java [6,7,13], or conversely, the addition of
object-oriented features to functional languages [16,17].
Extending polymorphic types with subtyping constraints [14,5,3] is more
expressive than both systems, thus allowing to type (and statically check) more
useful programming idioms. Since the quest for expressiveness is endless, these
systems have certainly their own limitations. However, since most of them
remained at best at the level of prototypes, their limitations have not yet all
been found. In this paper, we focus on two problems that arise in practice
from the interplay of polymorphism and subtyping, and we propose a single
solution to solve them both.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents several
typing challenges that motivate the introduction of kinds in type systems
with subtyping; Section 3 proposes a simple solution that however fails to
achieve separate type-checking of modules; Section 4 presents a more evolved
a solution that solves this remaining problem; Section 5 contains our formal
type system with kinds; Section 7 compares to related work.
2 Motivations
We start by examining several challenging type-checking situations of practical
importance. Throughout the paper we consider type systems with nominal
subtyping. Speciﬁcally, our examples use class declarations to declare new
type names, for which subtyping is determined by the inheritance hierarchy.
2.1 Typing homogeneous operations
We ﬁrst consider the problem of typing homogeneous operations. Homoge-
neous operations are a speciﬁc sort of binary (or n-ary) operations, character-
ized by the shape of their domain. They accept several types as arguments.
However, values of diﬀerent types cannot be mixed in the same call [12]. A
typical example is the comparison operator less: it can be applied to two
strings, two integers, two dates, etc, but it should be ill-typed to mix any two
of these types in a call. We shall examine how it is possible (or not) to express
this requirement in several type systems.
Monomorphic type system
The program of ﬁgure 1 is an attempt to type less in a monomorphic type
system, using Java syntax. The type system cannot prevent the intermixing
of arguments of diﬀerent types. Consequently, it is necessary to handle the
case where a String is compared with an arbitrary value of type Comparable.
Typically, this is done by runtime type inspection. In this case, it would be
possible to return false, but since the comparison of a String and, say, a Date
never makes sense, it is probably better to raise a runtime exception if values
of diﬀerent “kinds” are compared. Our aim is precisely to statically rule out
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abstract class Comparable {
boolean less(Comparable other);
}
class String implements Comparable {
boolean less(Comparable other)
{// compares a string to a Comparable }
}
class Date implements Comparable {
boolean less(Comparable other) { ... }
}
Fig. 1. Monomorphic language
these cases.
F-bounded polymorphic type system
F-bounded polymorphism [8] extends bounded polymorphism by allowing the
bound of a variable to refer to the type variable being bound. It oﬀers a
solution to type homogeneous operations [12].
abstract class Comparable<T> {
boolean less(T other);
}
class String implements Comparable<String> {
boolean less(String other) { ... }
}
class Date implements Comparable<Date> {
boolean less(Date other) { ... }
}
We shall now propose a diﬀerent solution to this typing problem. The
comparison of our system with F-bounded polymorphism will be made in
Section 7.
Introducing kinds
What other path could we follow to solve this typing problem? Between
the monomorphic type (Comparable, Comparable)→ boolean for less, which
is too loose, and the F-bounded polymorphic type ∀T ≤ Comparable<T>.
(T, T) → boolean, which is unintuitive, we could have considered the sim-
pler bounded polymorphic type ∀T ≤ Comparable. (T, T)→ boolean. How-
ever this does not work: it is in fact equivalent to the monomorphic type,
since intuitively, T can be instantiated by the type Comparable.
In fact, String and Date share the property of being comparable, without
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having a common super-type. Therefore Comparable should not be a type,
but a property possessed by some types. In other words, Comparable is a
kind. We shall write Date : Comparable or Date implements Comparable
to express that Date is a type of kind Comparable. We can now present an
informal solution using kinds.
kind Comparable;
<T : Comparable> boolean less(T, T);
class String implements Comparable {
boolean less(String other) { ... }
}
class Date implements Comparable {
boolean less(Date other) { ... }
}
Since T can be instantiated to either String or Date, pairs of strings or
pairs of dates can be compared. Furthermore, no valid instantiation for T is a
super-type of both String and Date, which prevents intermixing. This type
therefore fulﬁlls the requirements. In addition, we believe it is less involved
than the F-bounded solution.
Kinds are also appropriate to typecheck more complex cases of homoge-
neous operations. For instance Litvinov [12] argues that it is sometimes useful
to have a class inherit from another, while not being a subtype so that ho-
mogeneous operations do not accept intermixing the super and the subclass
(typically, Points are ColorPoints when it does not makes sense to compare
one of each class). Their solution is to parameterize both classes and use F-
bounded quantiﬁcation. Our solution, using kinds, is to create a common su-
perclass AbstractPoint containing the features to inherit (the x and y ﬁelds),
and two classes Point and ColorPoint that implement the kind Comparable.
Since AbstractPoint does not implement Comparable, intermixing is pre-
vented. Our approach avoids again the “fake” and cumbersome parameteri-
zation. Furthermore, the creation of the class AbstractPoint makes obvious
the fact that a ColorPoint is not a Point. In the F-bounded version, this fact
is not immediately apparent: one must actually try to prove the subtyping
—and fail— to conclude that it does not hold. We believe that this makes
F-bounded quantiﬁcation too complex for a widespread use in programming
languages. The full code for both solutions is given in Appendix A.
2.2 Partially polymorphic functions
So far we used kinds to describe a common property of unrelated types. One
question immediately follows: how do kinds interact with subtyping? Given
a class A of kind K and a subclass B of A, should then B always be of kind K?
Actually, a function of type ∀T : K. T→ T can always take an argument whose
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type B is a subtype of type A of kind , since by subsumption the argument is
also of type A. However, using subsumption, we can only conclude that the
type of the result is A. Conversely, if B itself was of kind K, then we could type
the application by instantiation of T by B, which would give to the result the
more precise type B.
We shall now see that this is sometimes desired to have the less precise
result type: many functions have type that are more precise than A→ A, but
less precise than ∀T ≤ A. T→ T. We call these functions “partially polymor-
phic”, and now give several examples.
Numerical operations
Consider the following numerical hierarchy:
class Float {...}
class Integer extends Float {...}
class Int32 extends Integer {...}
class BigInt extends Integer {...}
Integer
Int32 BigInt
Float
What is the type of the addition on numbers? The sum of two ﬂoats is a
ﬂoat, the sum of two integers is an integer, the sum of a ﬂoat and an integer
is a ﬂoat. More generally, the type of the sum of two numbers is their least
upper bound (Statement 1).
The monomorphic or Hindley-Milner type systems do not allow to capture
all possible types described by Statement 1 in a single type expression. This
explains why arithmetic operators are usually treated apart. However, as we
shall see below, this situation also happens with user deﬁned types, for which
ad hoc typing is not possible. With bounded polymorphism, type plus with
∀T ≤ Float. (T, T)→ T. This expression correctly captures all possible types
described by Statement 1. However, this type is, in a way, too precise: we
don’t want the sum of two Int32 to be a Int32, but just an Integer, because
this sum can overﬂow, in which case the result should be a BigInt.
Thus, we review Statement 1, by requiring that the type of the sum always
be above Integer: the type of the sum of two numbers is the upper bound of
Integer and of their least upper bound (Statement 2). However, bounded
polymorphism can not capture all types described by Statement 2 anymore.
Intuitively, Statement 2 constrains a type variable with both an upper-bound
and a lower-bound, while bounded polymorphism only allows upper-bounds.
Conversely, Statement 2 can be expressed in a constrained polymorphic type
system with the type expression ∀Integer ≤ T ≤ Float.(T, T)→ T.
However, this solution has the disadvantage that the type of plus can only
be given once one knows the complete numerical hierarchy. Suppose we now
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want to subclass Float with two implementations that diﬀer with respect to
the number of bits used to store the ﬂoat — Float32 and Float64. Since
the new classes are not above Integer, the previous type given to plus as-
serts that the sum of two Float32 may be any Float. It seems legitimate to
specify that addition of two ﬂoats does not change their representation, but
this choice cannot be made. Tuning the type using more constraints to match
the requirements needs a complete knowledge of the type hierarchy. There-
fore it prevents extending the type hierarchy in a ﬂexible way. This approach
forbids a modular development of classes. Furthermore, even when this com-
plete hierarchy is known, typing plus would require disjunctive constraints,
like ∀T. Integer ≤ T ∨ Float32 ≤ T ∨ Float64 ≤ T⇒ (T, T)→ T.
We call partially polymorphic the functions that behave like plus with
respect to types: their type is living somewhere in-between a monomorphic
type and a fully bounded polymorphic type. We believe that they occur rather
frequently. Therefore it is an important issue to handle them appropriately.
One can note that the above situation is very similar to the typing of numerical
operators in Java [11]: the sum of two float is a float, the sum of two int
is an int, but the sum of two short (or byte) is an int. Let us give a few
more examples.
User deﬁned methods
A similar situation occurs with the typing of, for instance, the negation oper-
ator ¬ on boolean algebras. This shows that partial polymorphism occurs not
only in possibly predeﬁned functions, but also in user deﬁned code. Conse-
quently, this rules out ad-hoc or non-modular solutions that do not solve the
general case.
Indeed, what is the type of this negation operator with respect to a hi-
erarchy that includes both the algebra of booleans and the algebra of binary
decision diagrams (BDD) ?
BooleanAlgebra
Boolean BDD
One Zero Conditional
The type BooleanAlgebra→BooleanAlgebra is very imprecise. It would
lead to a big loss of typing information, for instance by having not(x < y)
be an expression of type BooleanAlgebra of two integers x and y. The poly-
morphic type ∀T ≤ BooleanAlgebra. T→ T is not correct, since the nega-
tion of a constant One BDD is not a One but a Zero; an union type like
∀T. Boolean ≤ T ∨ BDD ≤ T⇒ T→ T is correct and precise, but disallows the
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introduction of a new boolean algebra and thus breaks modularity. Further-
more, the introduction of disjunctions in constraints would highly increase the
complexity of the type-checking.
As a last example, consider a hierarchy representing a source program
tree inside a compiler or an interpreter. If the source language distinguishes
between expressions and statements, it makes sense to declare that class
Expression is a subclass of class Statement because an expression can be
considered as a statement that computes and then forgets a value. Many use-
ful functions take a statement and possibly auxiliary arguments, and return
a statement: the resolution function that replaces identiﬁers with a reference
to their deﬁnition, optimization functions, a macro-expansion function, etc.
None of these functions are fully polymorphic: name resolution maps identi-
ﬁers, represented by some class in the hierarchy, to variable deﬁnitions, which
are of a diﬀerent class; macro-expansion replaces macro-calls by their deﬁni-
tion, which may be arbitrary expression. On the other hand, typing these
functions as monomorphic is too coarse: since only expressions are accepted
at certain places in a syntax tree (for instance, as the right-hand-side of an as-
signment) it is useful to reﬂect in the type of these functions that expressions
are mapped to expressions and not arbitrary statements.
Using kinds to type partially polymorphic functions
Let us try to understand what is the common point that goes wrong in all
these situations. Since the problem of ﬁnding a satisfactory type to these
functions seems diﬃcult to solve, the problem itself might not be formulated
properly. Let us reconsider the boolean algebra situation. A Conditional is
rightfully a subclass of BDD, because any value of type Conditional is a BDD.
However, a value of type BDD is not in itself a BooleanAlgebra. It is the set
of all BDDs that forms a boolean algebra. Therefore BooleanAlgebra is not
a super-type of BDD, it is a property of the type BDD.
This situation already occurred in Section 2.1, and motivated the intro-
duction of kinds. This new example additionally involves the interaction of
kinding with subtyping. The property of forming a boolean algebra is not
true for an arbitrary subset of all BDDs. For example, neither the sets of
all Conditional BDDs nor the two single-element subsets containing respec-
tively One and Zero are boolean algebras. Thus, it is crucial that kinding is
not inherited. All these observations can be summarized as follows: The prop-
erty of forming a boolean algebra is represented by the kind BooleanAlgebra.
Class BDD is of kind BooleanAlgebra. Class Zero is a subclass of BDD, and
is not of kind BooleanAlgebra. The operation not, for any class T of kind
BooleanAlgebra, takes a parameter of type T and return a returns a value of
type T. This translates naturally to the following declarations:
kind BooleanAlgebra;
<T : BooleanAlgebra> T not(T);
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class BDD implements BooleanAlgebra;
class Zero extends BDD;
...
class Boolean implements BooleanAlgebra;
Numerical operations can be typed in a similar way. We introduce the kind
Num to express the property of being a number and give the type ∀T : Num. (T, T)→ T
to plus. This type captures all properties of plus described above. In par-
ticular, all forms of integers equivalently. The type Int32 does not have kind
Num. Hence, the “best” solution for T when plus is applied to an Int32 is
“T=Integer”. Thus the only guarantee for the return type is to be below
Integer.
Kinds can also be viewed as an open set of classes with names. This ap-
proach allows for new classes to be added to a kind without having to modify
the type of methods operating on the classes of this kind. One reason that
makes this solution more modular than an approach based on disjunctive con-
straints is that whenever we introduce a new class in the numerical hierarchy,
we are able to determine its behavior relatively to the kind Num. Additionally,
we believe that the types are also shorter to write, easier to understand, and
easier to handle in a type-checking algorithm.
This solution also gives an arguably more intuitive type to plus. We
believe this is an important issue to ensure that powerful type systems can
be used in wide-spread programming languages. Using kinds, the type can be
explained in simple words: “plus has type (T,T)→T for every numerical class
T”. In our view, Int32 is not a numerical class (that is, a class of kind Num),
but an implementation of a numerical class.
3 Closed-world formalization
We present a ﬁrst attempt to formalize a type system with kinds. In this
section, we will make the closed-world assumption. That is, we will consider
that type-checking is made for whole programs only, so that there is no diﬀer-
ence between the type structure in which an expression is type-checked and
the global type-structure of the running program. This has two purposes.
First, it allows the use of simpler typing rules, that are useful for an intuitive
understanding of types involving kinds. Second, it serves as a motivation for
the more complex rules of the next section, where typing will take place in an
open world.
A type structure is given by a list of kinds K, base types B, and two rela-
tions denoting subtyping (B ≤ B) and kinding (B : K). The components of
our type system are deﬁned as in ﬁgure 2: monomorphic types are either base
types, type variables, or function types; a constraint is a (conjunctive) list of
subtyping and kinding constraints; a type is a constrained monotype quanti-
ﬁed over some type variables. In the previous examples, we used the notations
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∀T ≤ B. θ and ∀T : K. θ as shorthands for ∀T. T ≤ B ⇒ θ and ∀T. T : K ⇒ θ.
τ ::= ∀α. κ⇒ θ Type
θ ::= α | B | θ → θ Monotype
κ ::= θ ≤ θ | α : K Constraint
Fig. 2. Types
A type can be interpreted as the upward-closing of the set of its ground
instances that satisfy the constraint. Given a type, we deﬁne its denotation
as:
den(∀α. κ⇒ θ) = {θ′, ∃σ. θσ ≤ θ′ and κσ}
where σ is a mapping from type variables to base types. Each constraint in
κσ is of the form B1 ≤ B2 or B : K and can be readily interpreted as true or
false in the type structure.
For instance, the type of plus in Section 2.2, ∀T. T : Num⇒ (T, T )→ T is
denoted by the upward closing of set { (Float, Float)→ Float, (Integer, Integer)→
Integer}. In particular, the closure contains super-types of the above two
types that describe how any pair of two types is mapped to a result type:
(Float, Integer)→ Float, (Int32, Int64)→ Integer, ... This corresponds
to our intuition of the type behavior of the addition.
Given this interpretation of types, it is easy to deﬁne sub-typing and type-
checking. Type τ1 is a subtype of τ2 if den(τ1) ⊃ den(τ2). Instantiation and
generalization rules ensure that an expression has the polymorphic type τ if
and only if it has all the monomorphic types in the denotation of τ .
This formalization is only correct and safe in a closed-world. Therefore, it
could be used to type-check entire programs, but not program modules sep-
arately. We illustrate this fact with a simplistic example. We will use the
the context of multi-methods: a method is composed of a method declaration
using the keyword method, and of several implementations. Each implemen-
tation is a function that can be applied when the arguments of the method
are matched by the patterns of the implementation. There are two types of
patterns: #C, which match any instance of class C, and @C, which addition-
ally matches any instance of a subclass of class C. Each implementation is
well-typed if the type of the function is a subtype of the type of the method
restricted to the patterns. Additionally, each method must be covered, with-
out ambiguity, by the set of its implementations. A complete presentation is
given in [3].
module M1 is
interface
kind K
class A : K
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method f : <T : K> T->T
implementation
f @A = fun x -> (new A)
end module
module M2 imports M1 is
interface
class B : K
var b : B
implementation
let b = M1.f (new B)
end module
Let us show that, with the rules of this section, this program would
type-check while it is not correct. In module M1, the implementation of f
@A must be a subtype of restrict(∀T : K. T → T ,@A), which is by deﬁnition
∀X,T.X ≤ A,X ≤ T, T : K ⇒ X → T . Its denotation is {A→ A} since the
the only class implementing the kind K is A. The type of fun x -> (new A)
is ∀U. U → A, so its denotation includes A→ A and it is a correct implemen-
tation for f @A. In module M2, the type of f which is known from the interface
of M1 to be ∀T. T : K ⇒ T → T can now be instantiated to B → B since
B : K. Therefore b has indeed type B and the module is well typed. However,
M1.f (new B) reduces to (fun x -> (new A)) (new B), which reduces to
(new A), which is not of type B. Subject-reduction does not hold.
4 The open world problem
The problem obviously comes from the closed-world assumption: in M1 we
assumed that the only class implementing K is A, however that was not true in
a client module. There are at least two possible places where an error could
have been reported. As a ﬁrst solution, the declaration of class B in module
M2 could be invalid. However, this requires knowledge of the implementation
of module M1: if we had written f @A = fun x -> x, class B would raise no
problem. Therefore, this ﬁrst solution is non-modular, and we rule it out. Our
solution is instead to take the open-world assumption. The implementation of
f in module M1 will then be declared incorrect on the ground that a subclass
of A of kind K might be declared later. Formally, this amounts to the fact that
∀U. U → A is not a subtype of ∀X,T.X ≤ A,X ≤ T, T : K ⇒ X → T .
Is it still possible to implement method f at all? The identity function is
a correct implementation. However, it might indeed be the case that a new
object must be returned. This is possible using our # pattern. Had module M1
implemented f with f #A = fun x -> (new A), this implementation would
indeed have a subtype of restrict(∀T : K. T → T ,#A), which is by deﬁnition
∀X,T.X = A,X ≤ T, T : K ⇒ X → T , that is ∀T.A ≤ T, T : K ⇒ A→ T .
This implementation would be sound because it is only applicable to instance
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of class A. The coverage test would require that an implementation be pro-
vided for B. The possibility of using # patterns gives the ﬂexibility of the ﬁrst
solution. It retains modularity by using only information from the patterns of
the implementations contained in imported modules, which have to be present
to be able to implement the coverage test of multi-methods.
However, it might be tedious to use # patterns in certain cases, as it pre-
vents to share the same implementation for several classes. For instance, if it
was known by design that no subclass of A could be of kind K, it would be
useful to be able to declare it, and use that fact to allow the implementation
of f homogeneously for A and all its subclasses, using the @A pattern. For
this purpose, we also introduce the possibility to add abstracts annotations:
class C abstracts kind K if no subclass of C is allowed to have kind K. This is
especially useful to reason in an open-world setting, since it tells us about all
possible subclasses of C, even those that might be declared in other, unknown
modules. In our previous example, class BDD abstracts BooleanAlgebra, and
class Integer abstracts Num.
Let us consider how to use this information for typechecking. We shall
use module M1 from the previous example, adding class A abstracts K
so that it becomes legal. The restricted type of f to @A is, by deﬁnition,
∀X,T.X ≤ A,X ≤ T, T : K ⇒ X → T . We would like its constraint to im-
ply A ≤ T . Consequently, ∀U. U → A would be a subtype of the restricted
type, and the implementation would typecheck. This can be done safely only
if we know that no subclass of A will ever have kind K. Otherwise, an object c
of such a class C could be passed to f, and f(c) would have static type C, while
this expression would reduce to new A of type A, breaking subject-reduction.
Formally, for each kind K, we will say that class C approximates to class
C′ (written C K−→ C′) if C′ is the lowest class above any subclass of C that
implements K. In that case, and under the assumptions X ≤ C,X ≤ T, T : K,
it will be valid to conclude that C ′ ≤ T . In our example, A K−→ A holds and
the implementation of f typechecks.
Consequently, we will have to guarantee the following property:
Proposition 4.1 If C
K−→ C’ holds, then no subclass D of C implements K.
This must hold in the current hierarchy as well as in any extension made in
some other module. Otherwise, such a class D would approximate to C while
the lowest above D to implement K would be D itself, not C′. We will prove
this property in the next section.
A fruitful way to look at this approximation relation is that it deﬁnes, for
each kind, an abstract view of the class hierarchy. For instance, the Num kind
deﬁnes a view of the numerical classes where Int32 and BigInt are mapped
to Integer. This view is more abstract than the original hierarchy because it
hides the details of the implementation of Integer. The complete numerical
hierarchy, with approximation annotations given by the round arrows, is given
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in ﬁgure 3. Note that Float
Num−→ Float does not hold, since no superclass of
Float abstracts any kind.
BigIntInt32
Integer
Num Num
Num
Float
Fig. 3. Numerical hierarchy and its approximation w.r.t. Num
5 Open-world formalization
In this section we formally present our proposal to extend ML≤ with kinds.
A kind is a name that represents a characteristic shared by a set of classes.
In a sense, kinds are the type of classes (technically speaking, of class con-
structors of a given arity and variance).
When a class C has the characteristic of a kind K, we will say that it im-
plements this kind. In constraints, we write C:K to denote that C implements
K.
If a class C abstracts a kind K, no subclass of C is allowed to implement
that kind. While in many cases classes that abstract a kind also implement
it, there is no technical reason to enforce this property.
It is also possible to express that a kind K′ extends kind K. This states
that whenever a class implements K′, it also implements K. If we interpret
approximation as an abstraction relation, K′ is then more abstract than K. We
assume the existence of a kind called Top that is a super-kind of all other
kinds, implemented by every class and abstracted by every ﬁnal class. 2
The kind annotations must obey the following conditions: (1) if a class
abstracts K, then it is below every class implementing K with which it has a
common lower bound (in the case of single inheritance, this rather unintuitive
condition simply amounts to requiring that no subclass of a class abstract-
ing K can implement K), (2) if K′ extends K, then implementing K′ implies
implementing K.
We can now deﬁne the approximation relation. We say that C approximates
to C′ with respect to K (C K−→ C’) if and only if there exists some super-kind
K′ of K and some class C′′ above C such that C′′ abstracts K′, and C′ is the least
class above C that implements K. It is easy to see that this relation veriﬁes
proposition 4.1 using both requirements (1) and (2).
2 Top is special in the sense that we do not want the user to have to assert the above
properties, but is has no special treatment in the theory. It can thus been seen as syntactic
sugar.
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It can be helpful to consider two particular cases. When C′ abstracts and
implements K, then every class below C′ approximates to C′ with respect to K.
For the general rule, take K for K′ and C′ for C′′. Intuitively, since C′ abstracts
K, no class below C′ will be allowed to implement K, so any such class can
be considered as equivalent to C′. For instance, Int32 Num−→ Integer since
Integer abstracts and implements Num.
The second particular case concerns ﬁnal classes. When C is a ﬁnal class,
then C approximates to the least class above it that implements K. This case
can be considered as a special case of the previous general rule by taking
K′=Top and C′′=C. The intuition here is that since C is ﬁnal, it cannot have
sub-classes, so there is no diﬃculty to satisfy the downward-closing property
of
K−→ . For instance, with a ﬁnal class NativeFloat below Float, we would
have NativeFloat
Num−→ Float.
Now that this approximation relation is deﬁned, it is possible to describe
the changes to the axiomatization of constraint implication, which is the core
of the ML≤ type system. When a class implements a kind, an axiom implies
that this class implements all its super-kinds. The main new axiom is illus-
trated in ﬁgure 2. It states that when C
K−→ C′, if a class (variable) d is below
C and below some (variable) class d′ that implements K, then it is true that d′
is above C′.
d
C
I
d′ : K
C′
Fig. 4. Axiom 3
Adding these axioms to ML≤ deﬁne a type system with kinds, and in
particular a subtyping relation ≤ on polytypes. We have proved in a separate
report [2] that the original proofs of ML≤ [4] carry on to the extension with
kinds. The main properties are:
Soundness and completeness τ1 ≤ τ2 if and only if in every possible ex-
tension of the type structure the relation den(τ2) ⊆ den(τ1) holds, as deﬁned
in Section 3.
Decidability The constraint implication relation (and therefore subtyping)
are decidable.
3 The lines without arrows represent ordering, the greatest classes being at the top. The
arrows further represent the approximation relation, indexed by the related kind. The solid
lines are hypothesis, and dashed lines are conclusions.
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The extension of ML≤ with kinds has been used as a type system of our
programming language Nice. This has been very useful to spot interesting
typing situations and check how they can be solved using kinds. A note on
syntactic details is given in Appendix B to enable the reader to try in our
implementation the examples of the paper and others. We could also verify
that type-checking can be implemented eﬃciently in practice. Information
about Nice can be found at http://nice.sourceforge.net.
6 Language
We describe brieﬂy here a complete programming language that supports
kinds. We base our presentation on our generic framework [3], thus illustrating
its interest for factoring a large part of the presentation and the proofs. This
framework is extensible in two directions. First, an arbitrary type algebra – a
language for types equipped with a subtyping relation – can be used, provided
it meets two simple requirements. Second, new operators can be deﬁned to
add features to the language. In particular, we showed that multi-methods
can be deﬁned as operators.
For the type algebra, we take the extended version of ML≤, as deﬁned
in Section 4. In particular, type constraints include kinding constraints. For
operators, we can simply reuse the multi-methods as they were deﬁned in
[3]. They automatically gain the possibility to include kinding constraints in
their type. Additionally, the surface language needs to include the possibility
to declare a new kind, and to declare that a class implements an existing
kind. These have no evaluation semantics, but create the type structure in
which subtyping is deﬁned. The syntax for programs with multi-methods and
kinding constraints is: 4
M ::= method m : τ Multimethod
I ::= m @C = e Implementation
K ::= kind K Kind
C ::= class C implements K Kinding
P ::= let rec M | I | K in e Program
Interestingly, there is no need to add speciﬁc rules to check the kind im-
plementation declarations. They come as a particular case of multi-method
typechecking and coverage test: if class C implements K and method f :
<T : K> T -> T, then the coverage test will check that there exists an imple-
mentation of f that matches class C. Additionally, each implementation will
4 For simplicity, we omit here class declaration. It pose no problem, simply declaring a
new type, together with a constructor operator.
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be forced to be type-correct.
The properties of Section 5 are suﬃcient to meet the requirement of the
framework, which guarantees type soundness of the language.
7 Related work
F-bounded polymorphism [8] has been introduced to extend the record-based
structural approach to typing object-oriented languages. It allows to type in
binary methods, at the cost of preventing subclasses to be subtypes. This
makes it diﬃcult to compare with our proposal which guarantees subclasses
to be subtypes, while accepting, for instance, the plus method, which is more
complex than a binary method as it is partially polymorphic. Using F-bounded
quantiﬁcation in conjunction with multi-methods has been proposed in [12],
but it is still an open area of research, in particular with respect to sound-
ness and decidability. If we do not consider programming in record-based
System F-bounded, but focus on the types that can be expressed, we believe
that it is possible to encode kinding constraints using F-bounded quantiﬁ-
cation, translating a kind K to a parameterized class K<T> and a kinding
constraint T : K into T ≤ K<T>. This is similar to the framework syntactic
sugar proposed in [12]. Type-checking in System F-bounded is also known to
be undecidable [1]. This does not preclude of the decidability of F-bounded
quantiﬁcation in nominal type systems, as found in Pizza [15] or Generic Java
[6], but none of these systems have been proved decidable yet. Furthermore,
their type systems cannot handle partially polymorphic methods using the
above encoding, since they prevent a class to implement the same interface
twice with diﬀerent type parameters. Our proposal does not require recursive
constraints; complex constraints can always be deconstructed into atomic con-
straints, which makes decidability and eﬃcient type-checking easier. This also
makes quantiﬁcation over type constructors straightforward, which is crucial
for parameterized types. For instance, given the kind Collection<T>, one can
give map the type ∀C:Collection, T, U. (C<T>, T → U)→ C<U>, which
allows C to range over type constructors of kind Collection.
The Abel language [9] has a type system based on [10], that can model
object-orientation, using kinds and polymorphic recursive types. Their kinds
are deﬁned by K ::= Type | K ⇒ K | POWER[T ], where T is a type. Type
T1 has kind POWER[T2] in fact means that T1 is a subtype of T2. They can
therefore simulate bounded polymorphism by kinding the type variable with a
POWER kind. Together with recursive types, this allows for the same solutions
as in System F-bounded for the situations presented in this paper, but with
the same problems. Our kinds are very diﬀerent, since they are generative
names, and do not enforce transitivity. It is essential for our solution that
T : K and T ′ ≤ T does not imply T ′ : K. It might be possible to extend
power kinds to relax transitivity, but to our knowledge it has not been done.
Type-classes [17] address the issue of homogeneous functions by deﬁning
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predicates on types. For instance, the following Haskell-like code
class Eq t where
== :: t -> t -> Bool
class Num t where
+ : t -> t -> t
instance Num Int where
== x y = intEq x y
+ x y = intAdd x y
can be expressed with kinds in the following way:
kind Eq
== :: <t:Eq> t -> t -> Bool
kind Num extends Eq
+ :: <t:Num> t -> t -> t
class Int implements Num
== @Int @Int = intEq
+ @Int @Int = intAdd
An important diﬀerence is that our kinds are open: it is not required to deﬁne
operations syntactically together with the kind they operate on. This allows
for modular deﬁnition of orthogonal operations, and operations that operate
on more than one kind. Additionally, type-classes are not mixed with subtype
polymorphism. Therefore they do no raise the question of the interactions
between subtyping and kinding as found in partially polymorphic functions.
On the other hand, the possibility to deﬁne type-classes inductively does not
have a correspondence in our proposal. This feature is certainly useful, and
should be considered in an extension of our system.
Objective Caml [16] is an extension of ML with an object system. Their
approach is structural, in the sense that class names are mere abreviations for
the record type listing the methods of the class. Therefore, our introduction of
kinds which is essentially nominal, does not seem to be immediatly relevant to
this language. However, there is some notion of nominal typing in Objective
Caml due to the module system; a deeper exploration of the interplay of
nominal and structural (sub-) typing would be useful.
8 Conclusion
We have identiﬁed the need to augment the expressiveness of type systems
with polymorphism and nominal subtyping to handle two typing situations
that occur in practice. Our solution is to introduce kinds that describe a
property that types can declare to possess.
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We have proposed an extension of the ML≤ type system that implements
that solution while preserving the main properties of the system. The result-
ing system achieves modularity, since it allows modules to be type-checked
independently and new classes to be added in a hierarchy containing partially
polymorphic methods. We have implemented this type system in a program-
ming language, showing in particular that type-checking remains tractable.
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A Solutions for the inheritance without intermixing prob-
lem
Here is the F-bounded solution proposed in [12] to the “incomparable Points
and ColorPoints” situation, in an hypothetical syntax for easier comparison:
class PointF<Pt extends PointF<Pt>> {
int x = 0; int y = 0;
int area() = this.x * this.y;
eqPoint(PointF<Pt> other);
eqPoint(other@PointF) = this.x == other.x && this.y == other.y;
}
class Point is PointF<Point>
class ColorPointF extends PointF {
Color color;
eqPoint(other@ColorPoint) = this.color == other.color;
}
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class ColorPoint is ColorPointF<ColorPoint>
Here is our solution using kinds, using the syntax of Nice (see next ap-
pendix).
abstract interface Comparable;
<Comparable T> boolean eqPoint(T, T);
abstract class AbstractPoint
{
int x = 0; int y = 0;
int area() = this.x * this.y;
}
class Point extends AbstractPoint implements Comparable {
eqPoint(other@Point) = this.x == other.x && this.y == other.y;
}
class ColorPoint extends AbstractPoint implements Comparable {
int color = 0;
eqPoint(other@ColorPoint) = this.color == other.color;
}
void test() {
eqPoint(new Point(), new Point());
eqPoint(new ColorPoint(), new ColorPoint());
//eqPoint(new ColorPoint(), new Point()); // Type Error
}
Both versions solve the problem as expected: they only allow comparing
instances of the same class.
void test() {
eqPoint(new Point(), new Point());
eqPoint(new ColorPoint(), new ColorPoint());
//eqPoint(new ColorPoint(), new Point()); // Type Error
}
B Syntax for kinds in Nice
This sections lists the diﬀerences between the syntax of this paper and the Nice
language. Because these features have not yet been popularized, it remains
an open question to ﬁnd the best terminology. Nice has been modeled after
Java for most of the syntax. Kinds are created with the keyword abstract
interface. The rationale is that a kind is similar to an interface in describing
some facilities that an implementing class must possess to implement the kind.
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However it is “abstract” because it is not itself a type; in particular the type
of a variable can not be an abstract interface.
Nice is also a language with multi-methods. However the traditional no-
tation of declaring methods inside classes (respectively abstract interfaces) is
allowed as syntactic sugar for declaring a multi-method with a ﬁrst argument
named this belonging to the current class (respectively to a class implement-
ing the current abstract interface). Similarly, the alike keyword is supported
as syntactic sugar for the the type of this, which is implicitly quantiﬁed as
a subtype of the current class (respectively a type implementing the current
abstract interface).
On the other hand, Nice makes the distinction between method declara-
tion and method implementation. Method implementations dispatch on their
arguments using the @ keyword. The return type does not need to be written,
as it is computed as the specialization of the method type for the specialized
arguments. This can be seen in the following code for the less method, which
is the version in Nice of the solution with kinds in Section 2.1.
abstract interface Comparable {
boolean less(alike);
}
class String implements Comparable {
less(other@String) { ... }
}
class Date implements Comparable {
less(other@Date) { ... }
}
The homepage of the Nice language contains additional information:
http://nice.sourceforge.net
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